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Material Flow – the pulse of a
company
Internal material flows take an important role with
better and better optimized processes. Since only
if the goods flow is customized in the company to
the whole production processes, the entire potential
of your plant is used. This is valid of course for the
actual state, as well as for all future developments,
because flexibility in your manufacturing gets you
one step ahead in the competition.

ISIPlus® - WMS – efficient and still flexible

The modular and parameter driven material flow
processor of the product family ISIPlus® controls
the material movements in receipt of goods,
manufacturing and dispatch. The open structure of
the ISIPlus® - MFC allows direct customizing it at any
plant.
Use the easy parameterization of the ISIPlus® - MFC
and set up your plant including material handling
technology for the later control of the material flows.
The connection of the software to the real material
handling technology is made by the ISIPlus® - DIS
(Data integration service). In this way nearly any
machine and nearly any part of the material handling
technology can be steered and expanded.
Therefore you don’t adapt your technology to the
software, but the software adapts itself to your plant
and requirements.

Transparency of the material movement

The ISIPlus®- MFC collects all material flows of your
plant.
The integrated visualization dynamically shows you
your whole plant during operation time. The service
of the plant technology occurs by mouse through
visualization. Complicated systems become easy
controllable.
With graphic interpretations you can supervise, for
example, the extent of utilization of a rack-serving
unit and indicate therefore optimization potentials.
You receive optimum transparency about the
material flows in your company.

Material Flow
Control

System stability
Success requires the right strategy

The ISIPlus® - MFC administers your material flows
just the way you need them. Dynamic strategies
provide for the fact that your plant always runs with
optimum parameters in the regular operations.
In the disturbance case of single components or by
short-term update of priorities the ISIPlus® - MFC
customizes itself and provides thus for minimized
dead times and production risks.

During the development of ISIPlus® - MFC it
was strictly paid attention to the failure safety of
the system. For the application cases in which
disturbances lead in the control technology already
to incalculable risks, the ISIPlus® - MFC can be
executed of in the parallel mode on independent
hardware. If one of the hardware drops out, working
can proceed without delay with all data appearing up
to the down-time point on the spare system and the
plant can be pursued without further detours.

Universal communication

The seamless integration of the ISIPlus® software
family also provides permanent access to all data of
the whole application for the ISIPlus® - MFC. This
allows, for example, priorities specific for order with
the material flow.
Besides, through the ISIPlus® - DIS is an entire
communication
between
ISIPlus® - MFC,
machine level, ERP system and other existing EDP
infrastructures possible. Controls of Siemens or Alan
Bradley are therefore as accessible, as an overlaid
SAP system.

System integration of the MFC

In the following graphic an exemplary implementing
of the material flow processor of the ISIPlus® product
family is displayed.
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Increase of the productiveness
Perfect material flow
Backup configurations in case of breakdown
Transparency of the material flow
Transport visualization
Return transfer in case of error
Visualization of the plant states
No target administration needed for controlling
Failure safety
Individual configuration
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Integration as an added value factor

With a competent and compact solution from one
source, you improve the readiness for operation of
your manufacturing plants, force the delivery in time
of your goods and shorten your warehouse cycles.

We are available for further information to you with
pleasure. We are glad about your establishment of
contact.

ISI Automation GmbH & Co.KG
SBU Industrial IT
Langenbruch 6
D-32657 Lemgo
phone: +49 5261 / 97470 - 0
fax:
+49 5261 / 97470 - 100
www.isi-automation.com
info@isi-automation.com

